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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) software development challenges developers in
two main ways: through system programming, which requires expertise in hardware and
network management; and application programming, which requires domain-specific knowledge.
However, domain programmers often lack WSN programming expertise. Likewise, system-specific
programmers may find it difficult to understand domain-specific requirements. As a result,
domain programmers often refrain from using WSN technology in domain-specific applications.
Therefore, we propose a Finite State Machine (FSM)-based approach with an affiliated framework
to decouple application functionality from WSN details. Instead of the traditional flat FSM,
we use statecharts formalism because of its relaxed definition of system states. In this paper,
we compare the statecharts paradigm against two basic WSN sensor node programming frameworks.
The result exhibits that statecharts are an advanced paradigm in WSN application development.
It motivated us to develop a statecharts framework. In our framework, we choose not to use the
typical solution which converts statecharts to programming code. Instead of that, we implement a
statecharts middleware associated with action libraries to interpret and actuate raw statecharts
on an operating system. This approach allows domain programmers to concentrate on WSN
application behavior, and system-specific programmers to focus on developing WSN services. We also
introduce our statecharts middleware and present a living example with performance evaluation.

Keywords: statecharts; WSN; programming framework; wireless sensor; WSN application

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) represents the tendency toward a future of ubiquitous intelligence.
A European Commission study [1] estimated that the market value of IoT in the European Union
would exceed one trillion euros in the next decade. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a widely used
communication solution that composes IoT units from multiple sub-units. This technology allows
smart devices to collaborate and appear as one IoT object over the Internet.

In WSN application development, decoupling the system complexity and the domain-specific
application is an increasing topic of study. This method leaves low-level implementation and network
management to WSN system programmers and concentrates domain experts on developing application
behavior according to domain specifications. Early studies attempted to establish a WSN-oriented
Operating System (OS), such as TinyOS [2] and Contiki [3], that integrated hardware drivers,
kernel functions, and network management services. These operating systems often provided
system-specific interfaces. Application programmers must program using system-specific language or
variants (e.g., C and nesC [2]). Nevertheless, WSN OS application development still requires decent
programming skills and knowledge of the host OS.
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To further decouple applications from system complexity, some research uses middleware to
link applications and operating systems by introducing highly abstract interfaces for application
programming. This alternative solution bypasses the traditional way of coding with system-specific
languages. Examples include Structured Query Language (SQL) and SQL-alike languages solutions
(e.g., SINA [4], TinyDB [5], and Cougar [6]). Some other solutions transplant high-level programming
languages to nodes via middleware, such as Python of PyFUNS [7] and Java of Magnet OS [8].
Moreover, Graphical User Interface (GUI) programming experience is a recent middleware tendency
to practice visualized programming, such as [9,10].

A typical WSN application responds to internal and external events and is thus event-driven.
Therefore, for also being event-driven, a Finite State Machine (FSM) is an ideal model to present
WSN applications. A state machine describes how the functionality of a system relates to the state in
which it exists at the time and how the system states change in response to events. This scheme of
reacting to event e on state a if condition c is met, then transitioning to state b, well-fits the human
thinking pattern. For example, SenOS [11] innovatively applies state-transition-table-represented
applications, and Oasis [9] installs FSM-represented physical phenomena contexts as sensor
node applications. Nevertheless, an FSM is composed of all possible combinations of states regarding
the valid event input sequences. Hence, when it represents a “beyond simple” application, the state
machine tends to end up with many states and transitions. Practically, the applications running
in sensor nodes are usually simple, which justifies the use of FSM-based approaches. However,
system complications may arise if data processing, accumulating, or filtering of multiple sensors
are involved (e.g., applications in the cluster head or the gateway). Programmers may find such
FSMs being difficult to maintain. Thus, to alleviate this problem and to effectively represent a more
complicated WSN application context, we propose a variant of Harel’s statecharts formalism [12].
Harel’s statecharts formalism extends FSM model by introducing a relaxed state definition which
allows hierarchical and orthogonal composition of states, history states, and entry and exit actions
of states. In addition, inspired by Object State Model (OSM) [13], our statecharts variant accepts
both global and local variables. These variables are useful for storing the system historical state
and bridging data exchanges between operations. The hierarchical state structure allows for a
super-state encapsulating the cross-functional sub-state machines. This preserves the rest of state
machine from the interference of state transitions occurring inside a super-state. The orthogonal region
regulates the independency and concurrency between sub-state machines. Furthermore, the graphical
logical relationships between states, events, and actions confirm the adage that “a picture is worth a
thousand words”.

Statecharts are often used as a tool to guide the coding progress. Alternatively, an advanced usage
is to input statecharts to compatible code generators, such as implemented in [14]. However, the code
produced using the code generator is highly platform-dependent, difficult to maintain, and potentially
deviates from the original intentions. Inspired by SenOS [11,15], we propose using statecharts as a
context that describes the scenarios of invoking actions over associated event occurrences. Therefore,
a statecharts application effectively serves as a manual that guides an operating system’s response
to events. To support this mechanism, we implemented a statecharts middleware that includes a
statecharts interpreter and an action library implementation. As a result, the raw statecharts context
running on board, is reflected by the scenario of invoking specific actions over event occurrence schema.

When using this approach, a developer begins by plotting the application on a Graphic
User Interface (GUI) design software. This software provides WSN-oriented action libraries,
including commonly used actions and events. The design is textually represented in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) [16] format because it is object-based. Before distributing a statecharts application,
its JSON scripts are further compressed to a binary expression to reduce the size. The application can
be distributed to the wireless sensors via cable or radio channels. The compressed binary scripts are
actuated in the middleware upon an operating system. Thus, it is decoupled from the hosting platform.
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Therefore, it is easier to perform on-the-fly application management operations via middleware
remote protocols.

Statecharts formalism is a familiar model to experts from different domains, such as industrial
automation engineers. A novice can use the statecharts approach to program a WSN application
without much difficulty. This approach also allows college students to experience IoT technology
without advanced embedded programming courses. Moreover, statecharts’ actions also instruct system
programmers in which platform-dependent functionalities need to be implemented.

This paper contributes to the literature by demonstrating that statecharts are an advanced
paradigm in WSN domain-specific programming and by introducing a statecharts-supported
framework. We offer a real-life case study using the statecharts approach and performance evaluation.

The sections of this paper continue as follows. In Section 2, we review related studies and their
approaches to programming WSN applications. In Section 3, we discuss basic WSN programming
frameworks and compare them to the statecharts paradigm. We introduce the statecharts approach
and affiliated framework in Section 4. The statecharts approach is evaluated with a living example
in Section 5. It is followed by a discussion and concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Related Works

IoT technology has potential in many fields, including environmental monitoring [17], medical
surveillance [18,19], and military surveillance [20]. Developing domain-specific IoT end-devices
requires the participation of domain experts other than WSN programmers. As a result, it attracts
many research groups proposing programming approaches for WSNs which, in turn, empowers
domain engineers to customize their applications easily.

Bensaleh et al. [21] suggested categorizing WSN development approaches into low-level and
high-level. Low-level approaches program application behavior using a step by step instruction sheet
(i.e., imperative code). High-level approaches model development steps and frameworks associated
with descriptive languages and aim to ease the development process.

Many early works proposed low-level approaches that provided WSN-oriented operating systems
with node-level abstract interfaces. The applications of these OSes are often programmed with
system-specific languages and their dialects. Although most WSN operating systems (e.g., Contiki,
Mantis OS [22], openWSN [23], and SOS [24]) use C language, some apply C dialects. They are,
for example, nesC of TinyOS, LiteC++ of LiteOS [25], C++ of RIOT [26], and Ansi C of uC/OS-III [27].
Other OSes apply alternative programming languages through middleware, such as Java of Megnet OS,
instruction stack alike language of Maté [28] and Agilla [29], and python of PyFUNS.

Macro-programming is another popular low-level approach: it organizes and operates network
devices as one or more groups. For example, TinyDB, SINA, and Cougar treat the WSN network
as a database. They apply Structured Query Language (SQL) alike languages to access wireless
sensor information. Ambient awareness [30] and service discovery [9] techniques allow efficient
information exchanges in neighbor nodes. Moreover, a group of nodes can be addressed through
cluster-based abstract interfaces, such as Hood [31], abstract region [32], and EnviroTrack [33].
Furthermore, SAN-logic [34], WSN Virtualization [35], and Khalid et al. [36] access WSN sensing units
via sensor virtualization.

Application development with low-level approaches typically provide interfaces that use
imperative programming languages designed for WSN specialists use. As a result, domain
programmers with insufficient expertise will have to invest much time in learning when applying
low-level approaches.

High-level approaches include design process modularization, model-based user interfaces with
highly abstraction, and facilitated frameworks. Model-Driven Development (MDD) [37,38] and
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [39] approaches are proposed to involve domain-specific experts
in WSN application development. Aided by automatic code generation technology, system-specific
programmers provide code generation models used in the development, including platforms, network
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management, Quality of Service (QoS), and sensor services. Thus, domain programmers can use
descriptive modeling languages (e.g., Domain-Specific Language (DSL) [40] and MARTE (Modeling
and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded systems) profile [41]) to instruct the code generator to
produce platform-specific programs. Depending on the code generator’s platform configuration,
programs can be coded by C, nesC [40], or Python [10]. However, the generated programs tend to
lack platform heterogeneity support. Furthermore, the automatic code generator appears to be a
black box to domain programmers. Therefore, the yielded code could potentially deviate from the
original design.

Other high-level approaches actuate descriptive code in nodes directly by implanting interpretive
middleware in the node system. Their applications instruct the system to execute function models
in response to event occurrences. For example, Kerasiotis et al. [42] packs system services into
function blocks. These functions blocks are linked by assembly-alike instruction stack and distribute to
the nodes as mobile agents.

The FSM computational model is also a strong candidate for WSN application development
approaches. It not only has visual programming schemes and shows clean logical relationships
between functional modules, but it also has an event-driven paradigm intuitively well-fitting in WSN
application cases. Applying FSM as a programming model, SenOS represents an application’s behavior
in a state transition table, which executes system library functions as reactions to associated events.
As a result, SenOS applications can be reconfigured on-the-fly. Nevertheless, this approach seems
lacking support of variables and action parameters. Moreover, state transition tables are not flexible or
efficient because they are typically sparse and waste the sensor node’s limited memory resource.

OSM integrates descriptive language to achieve a statecharts-alike paradigm and uses the
relaxed state definition alongside the in-state variables. OSM’s approach effectively expresses a
practical problem in a compact state machine. OSM equips two-level code generators to produce a
platform-dependent code in C. As a result, OSM applications are compromised in portability.

Inspired by SensOS and OSM, our proposed middleware accepts a strategy that actuates the
raw statecharts on board. We also provide a GUI design software with an action library collection
for visual programming experience. We believe that this will allow novice programmers to use WSN
applications easily.

3. Wireless Sensor Programming Frameworks

Depending on the hosting operating system, a WSN application programming framework
falls into thread-based and event-driven models. For instance, TinyOS and Contiki native support
event-driven modeling and extensively support thread-based modeling through middleware; SOS [24]
supports event-driven modeling while LiteOS and Mantis OS support thread-based modeling.

This section demonstrates a simple case, which is extracted from our real-life application
of the SmartHome application. We first present the programs using thread-based modeling and
event-driven modeling in C language (some pseudo-system functions used for easier understanding).
Then, we demonstrate our statecharts design with this case. The case scenario consists of sampling
a motion-sensor detection result in 5 s period for 10 min and performs associated data-handling
procedures (e.g., send to gateway).

3.1. Thread-Based

Thread-based is a familiar programming framework for programmers, as it is supported by many
computational operating systems, such as Linux and its large number of variants. The program is
processed in a logic flow sequence. A thread-based modeled program has advantages in understanding
and maintenance. However, a single-threaded program is impractical due to difficulties in handling
concurrent event occurrences. Fortunately, many operating systems provide multi-threaded solutions.
In a multi-threaded supported operating system, multiple threads can co-exist concurrently. Because
of this, multi-thread programming often requires pre-allocating memory stack space for context saving.
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The amount of preserved memory is empirical; i.e., it needs to be sufficient to avoid a stack overflow
problem yet not too much to leave unnecessary redundant memory. Furthermore, these operating
systems also provide threading management interfaces, typically create, terminate, suspend, and resume.

Listing 1: Thread-based solution

1 #define N 120
2 bool flag_motion_detected = false;
3
4 void motion_thread(void)
5 {
6 motion_activate ();
7 while (! motion_is_detected ());
8
9 flag_motion_detected = true;

10 motion_deactivate ();
11 }
12
13 void main_thread(void)
14 {
15 short buf[N];
16 int i = 0;
17 Thread_t th;
18 Timer_t tmr;
19
20 do {
21 thread_create (&th , motion_thread );
22 set_timer (&tmr , 5 * CLOCK_SECOND );
23 buf[i] = 0;
24
25 while (! timer_is_expired (&tmr));
26
27 if (flag_motion_detected) {
28 buf[i] = 1;
29 flag_motion_detected = false;
30 }
31 else {
32 motion_deactivate ();
33 thread_terminate (&th);
34 }
35
36 if (++i == N) {
37 /* handle buffer */
38 /* ... */
39 i = 0;
40 }
41 } while (1);
42 }
43
44 void main(void)
45 {
46 Thread_t th;
47 thread_create (&th , main_thread );
48 /* ... */
49 }

The programming strategy under thread-based modeling in the given case is to create two threads.
In the Listing 1 snippet, the main_thread is dispatched (in line 47) to the scheduler. It provides an
endless loop in 5 s. At the beginning of the loop, a motion_thread is created (in line 21) to monitor the
motion sensor. The buffer records a 0 as no motion is detected by default. If a motion signal is detected,
the global flag is set to the situation (in line 9). When the timer expires (in line 25), the flag determines
the motion detection result (in line 27). If a motion is detected, it records a 1 to the buffer. Otherwise,
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it means that the motion thread is still alive and needs to be killed. Eventually, the buffer will be
handled when it is full (in line 36–40).

There are sensor hardware-specific functions used in the code snippet, including motion_activate
(in line 6), motion_deactivate (in lines 10 and 32), and motion_is_detected (in line 7). The programmer
needs to implement them according to the thread-based code modeling.

Listing 1 shows clear logic relationships between the functional sections. However,
the programming procedure also reveals that practicing a thread-based framework requires significant
knowledge of the operating system. For example, the programmer needs to understand the multiple
thread concurrency mechanism as well as thread management. A flow control technique is performed
to control program behavior based on history. Herein, the flag (in line 27) is used to determine the
motion detection result, therefore branching the program’s next moves.

3.2. Event-Driven

An event-driven framework is a natural pattern fitting in WSN application scenes, as they
usually wait for the internal or external stimuli to react correspondingly. The schema typically
invokes associated actions in responding to the event occurrence. The actions are de facto callback
functions assigned to related events. Furthermore, they are event blocking and run-to-complete.
Therefore, a programmer should avoid implementing long-lived actions as such actions potentially
prevent incoming events and lead to program malfunction. Practicing event-driven modeling
requires a programmer to deconstruct the program into actions then assign them to associated events.
The sequential order of executing assigned actions depends on the timing of event occurrence. It is
unambiguous to observe from the code and causes potential logic conflict.

Listing 2 snippet applies event-driven modeling to implement the given case. It begins with
starting the first cycle by setting a 5-second timer and assigning a timeout event to timeout_callback (in
line 33). The motion sensor is activated, and motion_callback is assigned to a motion-detected event (in
line 34). When a motion-detected event is triggered, the flag is set to record this occurrence (in line 9).
On the other hand, invoked by a timer-expiring event, a timeout_callback handles the buffer, reactivates
the motion sensor depending on the flag status (in line 22), and starts a new cycle.

Alike Section 3.1, event-driven example code also requires the implementation of sensor hardware
functions, including motion_activate (in lines 23 and 34) and motion_deactivate (in line 10. Contrarily,
the implementation needs to adapt to event-driven modeling.

Listing 2 shows that stack management needs to be considered to reserve data. Because all
actions share one stack in an event-driven framework, the context is not preserved after the action’s
exit. One must pre-allocate global memory space for sharing data between actions (in lines 3–5).
Moreover, flow control is once again involved, similar to what was discussed in Section 3.1. The
program determines a motion-detected event occurrence by checking flag_motion_detected (in line 17).

3.3. Statecharts

Statecharts formalism is an FSM variant, designed to present a state machine in a
compact representation. Statecharts are well suited to solve WSN-related problems due to
their event-based nature. The visualized presentation of statecharts supports the design of the
application well.

When plotting statecharts, we use rounded rectangles boxes denoting state, while expressing
the hierarchy relations by encapsulation. An arrow indicates a transition between states with the
same depth. The arrow originates from the source state and terminates in the destination state.
An arrow is labeled with an event and optionally a square bracketed condition. The Mealy
machine-alike actions are listed after the event and conditions separated by a slash. On event
occurrence, the system state transits when the condition is met. The state machines of statecharts are
contained in a rectangle frame boxing a statecharts region. Only one first-level state machine is allowed
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in a region. It ensures the independence of the statecharts. A dotted end arrow denotes a default state.
A state machine is initialized to be in the default state if not otherwise specified.

Listing 2: Event-based solution

1 #define N 120
2
3 bool flag_motion_detected = false; {
4 short buf[N];
5 int i; {
6
7 void motion_callback(void)
8 {
9 flag_motion_detected = true;

10 motion_deactivate ();
11 buf[i] = 1;
12 }
13
14 void timeout_callback(void)
15 {
16 if (++i == N) {
17 /* handle buffer */
18 /* ... */
19 i = 0;
20 }
21
22 if (flag_motion_detected) {
23 motion_activate(motion_callback );
24 flag_motion_detected = false;
25 }
26
27 set_timer (5 * CLOCK_SECOND , timeout_callback );
28 buf[i] = 0;
29 }
30
31 void main(void)
32 {
33 set_timer (5 * CLOCK_SECOND , timeout_callback );
34 motion_activate(motion_callback );
35 buf[i] = 0;
36 /* ... */
37 }

Both regions and states allow the declaration of variables and activities. The scope of variables is
bound by the domain of the state or region. An activity is functionality with live time, such as “beep”
or “take average temperature over time”. An activity is activated when entering a state or region and
is deactivated when leaving one. Compared to an activity, an action is an operation that ideally takes
zero executive time. It applies to states and transitions. A state allows actions both in entering a state
and exiting a state, and a transition executes actions after the event is validated.

Abstract actions and activities used in statecharts are independent of the platform and
implemented by system-specific programmers. In using a statecharts model, one is capable of
programming wireless sensors with little knowledge of them.

Designing statecharts begins with identifying states of the system. In the given case, shown in Figure 1,
the system is in a Motion sensing (state 1) state of sampling motion data after the initialization state
(not shown). This state repeats periodically, driven by a timer-expired event evtTimer. On event occurrences,
the event guard validates the transition. Therefore, evtTimer triggered transition on the right is taken when
the buffer is not full, judging by condition [i < N − 1]; otherwise, the bottom transition is taken. Hosting
by Motion-sensing state, a sub-state machine reflects motion detection results and acts accordingly. In each
sampling cycle, it is evident that no motion is detected as at the beginning, as in No motion (state 2) state.
Detecting a motion event moves a sub-state machine to Motion (state 3) state and records a 1 in the buffer.
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Motion sensing app
VAR: const N = 120
        int i = 0
        bit[N] buf
        Timer T
ACTIVITY: motion_sensor()

Motion sensing (state 1)
EN: setTimer(5*CLK_SEC, T)
EX: i++

No motion (state 2)
EN: buf[i] = 0
ACTIVITY: motion_sensing()

Motion (state 3)

evtMotion/buf[i] = 1

evtTimer[i < N - 1]

evtTimer[i == N - 1]/
/* handle buffer */
i = 0

Figure 1. Statecharts demonstrating motion sensing.

In this example, there are two sensor hardware-specific actions/activities from the action library.
The motion_sensor() activity initializes motion-sensor functionality when entering Motion-sensor app
region, then destroys the motion-sensor process when leaving the region. Likewise, motion_sensing()
activity enables motion detection progress when entering No motion (state 2) state, and disables
when leaving it. The actions and activities from the action library are implemented in advance
by system-specific programmers. Moreover, to implement domain-specific actions/activities, the
system-specific can swiftly develop them without domain-specific knowledge.

The statecharts paradigm reacts to events by transiting the system from one state to another state.
A valid event invokes corresponding actions during state transition. This mechanism of statecharts
supports event-driven paradigm. In contrast to thread-based frameworks, event-driven frameworks
align with WSN application scenarios; however, traditional event-driven frameworks do not clearly
communicate how systems respond to event sequences (i.e., multiple events may occur in different
orders or simultaneously). Moreover, the executive order of all functional modules in statecharts is
presented clearly in a ”thread-based way.”

Statecharts exhibit a coherent relationship between states and events. They do not require a
thorough understanding of the platforms or operating systems. Furthermore, the graphical syntax of
statecharts visualizes the problem, aiding in afterward validation and troubleshooting.

In the example, the reader may observe that the statecharts influence the hosting platform and
surroundings only through action libraries’ actions. This mechanism effectively divides domain
specifications and system specifications. The system experts would extend existing libraries on
domain programmers’ requirements. Contrarily, other system-specific language approaches, like the
afore-mentioned thread-based and event-driven examples, require deeper cooperation between
domain-specific and system-specific programmers to accomplish an application program.

4. Statecharts Approach

The statecharts approach aims to improve the WSN application development experience by
distinguishing domain-specific programmers and system-specific programmers. Figure 2 demonstrates
collaboration between a domain-specific programmer and a system-specific programmer. A domain
programmer designs a statecharts application using the statecharts editor. The application uses abstract
actions from the action abstract interface library to actuate WSN sensor nodes. Meanwhile, a system
programmer implements action library collections in the statecharts middleware. The implemented
actions will be automatically synchronized to the statecharts framework database. However, there are
always application-specific actions unaccounted for by common library collections. The domain
programmer and the system programmer would collaborate to design the application-specific
abstract interfaces. Thus, the system programmer would implement these functions in the middleware,
while the domain programmer would be back to the statecharts design.
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Motion sensing app
VAR: const N = 120
        int i = 0
        bit[N] buf
        Timer T
ACTIVITY: motion_sensor()

Motion sensing (state 1)
EN: setTimer(5*CLK_SEC, T)
EX: i++

No motion (state 2)
EN: buf[i] = 0
ACTIVITY:
    motion_sensing()

Motion (state 3)

evtMotion/
buf[i] = 1

e
v
tT

im
e
r[i <

 N
 - 1

]

evtTimer[i == N - 1]/
/* handle buffer */
i = 0

Statecharts framework

Common interfaces
Network service
Senser service
···
System service

Domain 
programmer

Statecharts middleware

Action common 
library
implementation

call synchronize

System
programmer

Application specific
abstract interfaces

Application specific
library 
implementation

Collaborate

Statecharts editor Action abstract 
interface library

Network service
Senser service
···
System service

Legend:
desgin

implement

Figure 2. The statecharts approach.

Statecharts showcase logical relationships between events and actions in a visual format. It helps
domain experts without a strong programming background to understand applications quickly.
So they can participate in the application design progress. After all, applications serve domain-specific
requirements, and the domain experts know the best of them. In contrast, traditional application
development approaches often employ system-specific programming languages, which only some
group members may understand. This problem may yield potential risks when validating collected
data because the application may not be understandable to the domain experts.

Because Statecharts applications are interpreted and actuated in middleware as descriptive scripts,
they are independent of the platform. Therefore, an application can be distributed across different
platforms, while platform heterogeneity is handled by middleware. Moreover, deployed applications
are re-configurable by application context modification.

We implemented an affiliated framework for the statecharts approach. The framework includes
a statecharts editor, an abstract action interface library, and a statecharts compressor. To actuate
statecharts applications in nodes, we implemented a statecharts middleware upon platforms as a
run-time environment.

4.1. Statecharts Editor

The statecharts editor is a web-based application (Figure 3), which is implemented to aid in the
statecharts design process. A programmer can plot the statecharts in the canvas while the editor
automatically suggests events and actions that can be used. The statecharts editor holds a list of actions
and events that are implemented in the action library. The list is automatically updated once new
actions being implemented by the system programmers.

Listing 3: Statecharts file capture

1 {
2 "/REGION": {
3 "property": {
4 "alias": "Door legacy",
5 "id": 2 },
6 "/INITSTATE": 0,
7 "/VAR": [
8 { "display": "const SenID = 58",
9 "id": 0,

10 "type": "const",
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11 "initial": 58 }
12 ],
13 "/ACTIVITY": [
14 { "id": 4866,
15 "display": "sensor_acitivity(SenID)",
16 "parameter": [{"id": 0}] }
17 ],
18 "/STATE": [
19 { "property": {
20 "alias": "State0",
21 "id": 0 },
22 "/TR": [
23 { "/TARGET": 0,
24 "/ACTION": [
25 { "id": 4870,
26 "display": "sensor_submit_gateway(SenID)",
27 "parameter": [{"id": 0}] }
28 ],
29 "/EVENT": [
30 { "alias": "evt_sensor_activity[id == SenID]",
31 "id": 33795,
32 "condition": [
33 { "display": "evtVal (0) == SenID",
34 "comparison": "==",
35 "lexp": [{ "evtVal": 0 }],
36 "rexp": [{ "id": 0 }] }
37 ...

Figure 3. Statecharts editor snippet.

Once a statecharts application design is completed, it is saved in an object-based JSON format.
In this format, statecharts objects maintain the same hierarchical order as its graphical presentation.
Listing 3 depicts a snippet of a door sensor application from one of our real-life cases. In this format,
the statecharts components are labeled by a leading slash with a capitalized label name. The components
may contain several attributes and objects. Statecharts editor can also load a statecharts JSON file and
present it visually in the canvas.

Being string-based, JSON is considerably heavy for sensor nodes, since they are limited in
the resource. To this end, a statecharts compressor converts a statecharts context from JSON to a
binary-based representative. It significantly trims the size of context (e.g., the original Listing 3 text is
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1627 bytes, compressed to a 39 bytes binary-based format). Eventually, the compacted statecharts are
distributed by using Over-The-Air (OTA) protocol to the sensor nodes.

4.2. Statecharts Middleware

Statecharts application context uses descriptive language, but operating systems usually accept
system-specific programming language. Therefore, it requires a specialized middleware between them
as a liaison. Figure 4 shows the middleware implemented to interpret statecharts application context
to a series of scenarios of actions invoking over events occurrences. The middleware reacts to the
events and invokes corresponding actions from the action library regarding associated statecharts
application context.

app1 ...app2 appn
event queue statecharts queue
e1 e2 en...

dispatcher

sequencer

action library

task scheduler

push

action sequence

action abstract

action task

run task

poll

actions complete

next action

task

event manager
transition context new state

transitions

next app

statecharts
middleware

StateOS

Figure 4. StateOS middleware.

Statecharts middleware uses a statecharts queue to manage installed applications. The multiple
applications’ concurrency is attained by actively switching between the statecharts. Each statecharts
application has a data structure that stores relative context, such as current state and transition progress.

An event queue pushes events to the event manager assigning them to transition candidates in the
statecharts queue. Validated transitions are forwarded to the dispatcher, which initiates transition progress.
During this progress, incoming events are placed in the event queue. The dispatcher interprets the
transition context and extracts the abstract statements and actions from the context. These statements
and actions are given to the sequencer in an executive order.

The sequencer invokes the action library’s associated actions and ensures that they are run-to-the-end
without being interrupted by other actions. When an action is complete, it invokes the next action
in the sequence. Upon completing all actions, the sequencer indicates the dispatcher completes the
transition process and refreshes the state configuration.

This process is repeated until all statecharts in the queue are processed. When complete, the event
manager checks the event queue for the events that occurred during the procedure.

4.2.1. Action Library

The actions of statecharts describe the computational behavior of an application.
The comprehensiveness of actions in the action library defines statecharts applications’ limitations. Actions
in the action library are categorized as network actions, data processing actions, sensor service actions, and
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system actions. Using these actions, a domain programmer can develop statecharts applications for most
WSN cases.

Application-specific actions can be added to the action library. Domain-specific programmers
define the interfaces and behaviors of these actions and outsource their implementation to
system programmers. Their collaboration would be smooth and sufficient.

4.2.2. File System

To managing statecharts application, statecharts middleware implements a file system that
saves statecharts to different media by choice. For example, the file system can work with
hardware self-programming functions to save larger statecharts applications in ROM/flash memory to
save spaces. On the other hand, response-time-sensitive applications are run directly from the ROM
memory to achieve better performance.

4.2.3. OTA

The statecharts Over-The-Air (OTA) distribution module allows automatic software distribution
and updating. The OTA module can efficiently transmit statechart applications to the remote nodes
with a low energy cost because of statecharts application’s feasible size.

In our solution, a new sensor node queries an application list from its predecessor. The list is
composed based on the sensors installed and their job description, including the application’s name,
version, and digital signature. If a node lacks the listed applications, it acquires them from
its predecessor. Also, if the predecessor lacks the required application, it contacts higher level
predecessors until it finds the application.

4.2.4. Supported Platform

Statecharts middleware was designed to support multiple platforms; however, it is currently
only implemented for StateOS, a WSN OS based on Hakala and Tikkakoski’s former work [43].
StateOS applies a cross-layer design to reduce messaging overhead effectively. It applies
micro-kernel architecture, in which a hybrid task scheduler (inspired by [44]) is implemented. There are
two task queues in the scheduler, as preemptive queue and cooperative queue. They both apply
cooperative ordering manner in their respective queues. The preemptive queue tasks are privileged to
preempt cooperative queue tasks. This scheduling strategy preserves sufficient real-time capability for
WSN application while occupies only one extra memory stack for storing task context. In contrast,
traditional preemptive scheduling requires reserving a memory stack for each task or thread. Moreover,
StateOS also provides macro-based abstract flow control interfaces, which support both event-based
and multi-thread models.

5. SmartHome Application and Evaluation of the Statecharts Approach

The SmartHome application is an example of how the statecharts approach can be used in a
daily life application. This application aims to provide in-house information regarding senior people’s
well-being to home-care nurses [45]. The application’s design adopts an IoT architecture, including
a wireless sensor network, a gateway, and cloud services. The application was developed step by
step over three years. The statecharts approach was introduced to our development process for
group communication purposes. By using statecharts, our domain experts understand the WSN
application easily. Furthermore, they can make suggestions and validate whether the application
meets the domain-specific requirements.

One objective of the SmartHome application [46] was to recognize the participant’s daily
movement patterns. To obtain the participant’s movement data, we implemented wireless sensor
nodes in the participant’s apartment. Each node was equipped with a passive infrared (PIR) sensor.
We deployed these nodes in each room of the apartment, monitoring the activity of the participant.
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The design of the application is similar to the example provided in Section 3. Figure 5 shows
our sensor application statecharts. In the statecharts region, we declare some global variables and
activate a motion-sensor service. Thus, the statecharts are in wait sensor ready state (i.e., it is a default
state to the region), which waits for the evtMotionReady event. The motion-sensor service triggers the
evtMotionReady event, which transits the statecharts to the Motion-sensing super-state.

Smart home motion app
VAR: const ID = 70
        const N = 120
        int i = 0
        bit[N] motion
        Timer T
        Time ts
ACTIVITY: motion_sensor()

Motion sensing
EN: setAlarm(5*CLK_SEC, T)
EX: i++

No motion
EN: motion[i] = 0
ACTIVITY: motion_sensing()

Motion

evtMotion/
motion[i] = 1

evtAlarm
[evtVal(0)==T AND i<N-1]

evtAlarm
[evtVal(0)==T AND i==N-1]/
upload_data(ID, ts, motion)
getNwkTIme(ts)
i = 0

Wait sensor ready
EX: getNwkTime(ts)

evtMotion-
Ready

Figure 5. Motion-sensing statecharts.

The Motion-sensing super-state is recursive and periodically records motion-sensing data and
uploads them to a gateway. The no motion state is a default sub-state of Motion-sensing super-state,
which initializes the motion-data buffer and activates a motion-sensing activity. When a motion activity
is sensed, we record the new motion status in the buffer and deactivate the motion-sensing activity by
transiting the statecharts to the motion state.

This motion statecharts application is compressed (to 154 bytes) and downloaded to a WSN
sink (as an access point to WSN). The sink initiates OTA protocol distributing the application to
all motion-sensor nodes, as shown in Figure 6. The collected motion data from different sensor
nodes is accumulated, encoded, and compressed in the sink and upload to the Internet using a
LoRa [47] gateway.

Figure 6. Motion-sensing hardware.

Evaluation of the Statecharts Approach

To evaluate the statecharts application’s performance, we compare the SmartHome motion
activity application to an equivalent thread-based C program. Both programs are examined on
the same platform, including the same operating system, StateOS. A difference is that statecharts
application is actuated upon middleware, while the flat-coded program runs on StateOS directly.
Therefore, the executive time and the use of data memory of both approaches can be evaluated related
to each other.

Table 1 presents the executive time measurements of both programs. In general, the executive
time of responding to an event in statecharts approaches is two to three times slower than flat-coded
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approaches. Nevertheless, we argue that since both approaches have an executive time in milliseconds,
the difference is negligible (especially considering that a typical wireless sensor active period less
than one percent of its lifetime). Also, in some situations (e.g., the wait sensor ready stage shown
in Table 1), because the relationship between the state and event is already established in the
statecharts context, it negates the need for some of the statecharts’ steps to register the event in
the event management module. In contrast, the flat-code approach must always register the pending
event to the event handler. Therefore, sometimes the statecharts approach is somewhat fast than the
flat-code approach.

Table 1. Execution time comparison.

Stage Statecharts (us) Flat-Code (us) Description

Initialization 1005 690 Initializes sensor

Wait sensor ready 19 358 Maintains suspension until evtMotionReady
event occurs

evtMotionReady 413 233 Responds to evtMotionReady event

Motion sensing 987 243 Activates motion sensor and alarm timer

evtMotion 833 260 Responds to evtMotion event

evtAlarm (No motion) 1156 736 Responds to evtAlarm event when no motion
detected

evtAlarm (Motion) 872 482 Responds to evtAlarm event when motion is
detected

Both programs are stored in flash memory, the size of statecharts scripts is 154 bytes compared to
1268 bytes with the compiled flat-coded program. Statecharts scripts are descriptive and compressed
in a compact format. It is generally smaller than the equivalent machine code. Statecharts scripts
can be executed directly from flash memory but with an executive speed trade-off. Sometimes,
in a performance preferred application, the statecharts scripts can be imaged and performed in
data memory.

The data memory footprint of the statecharts is evaluated by recording the high water marks
of memory usage in different stages. Table 2 shows that if the scripts are executed in flash
memory, the statecharts consume less memory than the flat-coded program. Nevertheless, in the
SmartHome application, we run statecharts in data memory to achieve better event response time.
In this case, the statecharts actually use more memory compared to the flat-coded program.

Statecharts memory footprint mainly consists of three parts: variables, a control block,
and statecharts scripts. A control block is a 16 bytes only data structure saving the statecharts’
status and context. On the other hand, flat-coded programs need to allocate more memory to manage
the contexts of related tasks and events by using the platform provided interfaces.

Table 2. Memory footprint evaluation.

Stage
Flat-Code Statecharts (Bytes)

(Bytes) Scripts excl. 1 Scripts incl. 2

Total Variable Control Total Scripts Total

Wait sensor ready 88 40 16 56 154 210

Motion sensing 88 56 16 72 154 226

Motion detected 136 104 16 120 154 274
1 The statecharts are actuated in flash memory, so the scripts are not included in data memory. 2 The statecharts
are actuated in data memory, so the scripts’ in-memory image is taken to account in data memory.
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The power consumption of a WSN application is related to the CPU active duty circle. Because the
statecharts approach is about three times slower than the flat-code approach, practicing the statecharts
approach will consume more energy to actuate an application. However, a typical WSN application
is designed to sleep over 99% of the time. The extra consumed energy by longer executive time
is affordable. The radio activity consumes a bigger portion of energy compared to CPU. The size of a
statecharts application is about nine times smaller than the flat-code one. So it consumes less energy to
transmit a statecharts application to another device over radio frequency.

The evaluation results reveal that the statecharts approach has a latency trade-off. Considering a
typical WSN low-power radio takes tens of milliseconds to transmit a message [48]. The statecharts
approach’s millisecond-level executive time is sufficient in most of WSN applications. The statecharts
control block can be considered a memory stack assigned to thread in a multi-threaded system.
In multi-threaded OSes, it is empirical to assign at least 128 bytes memory stack for each thread to
prevent stack overflow (e.g., freeRTOS [49] and Mantis OS). Therefore, statecharts’ 16 bytes control
block is favorable to WSN restricted memory resources.

Furthermore, to evaluate the usefulness of the statecharts approach, we compared the statecharts
middleware against some of the well-known and state-of-the-art approaches in Table 3. In general,
a high-level approach is user experience-oriented and provides a descriptive programming model
with affiliated frameworks. Therefore, compared to low-level approaches, the statecharts approach,
as a high-level approach, is more friendly to novice programmers.

Typically, many high-level approaches use descriptive language to program applications and use
code generators to produce the system-specific programs. As we argued in Section 2, the generated
programs are platform-depended, challenging to understand, and potentially deviating against the
original design. Compared to the code-generating approaches, the statecharts application actuates
the platform in a “what you see is what you get” paradigm by running the raw statecharts context
directly on the device. Statecharts are an event-driven paradigm which better suits for WSN cases.
Furthermore, the statecharts visual formalism would enhance user experience even better.

Table 3. Comparing the statecharts approach to other approaches

Approach Level Scripts Paradigm Code Visual
Language Generator Programming

Statecharts middleware high bit-wise JSON statecharts no yes

SenOS high STT 1 FSM no no

OSM high OSM lang. OSM model yes no

PyFUNS low python instruction stack yes yes

SenNet [40] high DSL UML 2 yes no

Kerasiotis’ approach [42] high instruction stack function blocks no no

Modesene [37] high DSML 3 MDD yes no

WSN Virtualization [35] low java UML model no no

TinyDB high SQL-alike database no no

OASiS [9] high TinyGALS [50] FSM no no
1 STT is short for State transition table. 2 UML is short for Unified Modeling Language. 3 DSML is short for
Domain-Specific Modeling language.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we have argued that our statecharts approach effectively eases WSN
application development. The development procedure is decoupled into domain-specific tasks and
system-specific tasks. The system programmers were dedicated to providing quality action libraries
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to be used in statecharts. Aided by the statecharts framework, the domain programmers developed a
statecharts application to fulfill the field requirements.

Statecharts have a graphical syntax. The logical relationships between function modules are
presented visually. Therefore, the studying curve of statecharts is smoother than in transitional
programming approaches. Furthermore, the state-machine variants, such as FSMs and statecharts,
are widely used instruments in scientific and industrial fields. The domain programmers from those
fields could more easily implement a statecharts approach.

Team collaboration is utterly essential presently. A statecharts application is intelligible to all team
members and requires little explanation. Thus, a team-wide discussion about a statecharts application can
be conducted swiftly. It is beneficial if the field requirements are proposed by those without a programming
background. The statecharts approach has the potential for early-stage IoT programming education. It does
not require comprehensive knowledge of hardware, programming languages, or operating systems to
practice IoT applications.

The evaluation results in Section 5 revealed that using the statecharts approach has an executive
time trade-off about three times greater than in “flat coding”. It is easy to understand that actuating a
statecharts application requires extra steps compared to a system-specific application. Nonetheless,
the difference in event response time using the statecharts approach is on the millisecond scale.
It is sufficiently real-time for most WSN cases. Moreover, managing statecharts applications often
involve extra context memory space compared to a system-specific program. The engaged context
memory (16 bytes per application) is, in fact, smaller than a thread memory stack size in multi-thread
OSes (e.g., typically 128 bytes in freeRTOS and Mantis OS). The statecharts application context is
usually in stasis; therefore, the data addressing and reading speed is vital to overall performance.
Depending on platforms, a statecharts application can be stored in the data memory (best performance
but a limited resource), the program memory (mediocre performance but a sufficient resource),
or other media. The choice relies on the application’s preference to achieve better performance
or compromise to budget data memory.

So far, our statecharts framework is still preliminary and under development. The editor and
action libraries are preliminary. As shown in Section 5, motion-sensor actions are developed as
application-specific functions rather than common sensor services. As we further develop the
statecharts framework, the action library is expected to become more comprehensive for better WSN
application usage.

This paper focuses on proposing a WSN programming approach. We only briefly introduced
the statecharts notations and supported framework. We will present the details of our statecharts
semantics and supported middleware in future publications. At the moment, our statecharts approach
accepts only the statecharts middleware combined with StateOS. It is one of our future objectives to
port statecharts middleware to other platforms (e.g., Arduino [51]).
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